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Abstract
Rationale The behavioral and reward-related effects of stimulant drugs have been studied extensively; yet the effect of stimulants
on sensory processing is still relatively unknown. Prior brain imaging studies have shown that single doses of stimulant drugs
increase neural function during cognitive and attentional processes. However, it is not clear if stimulant drugs such as metham-
phetamine (MA) affect neural responses to novel sensory stimuli, and whether these effects depend on the visual features of the
stimuli.
Objective In this study, we examined the effects of a single dose of MA (20 mg oral) on neural activation in response to visual
stimuli that varied on Bnon-straight edges^ (NSE), a low-level visual feature that quantifies curved/fragmented edges and is
related to perceived image complexity.
Methods Healthy adult participants (n = 18) completed two sessions in which they receivedMA and placebo in counterbalanced
order before an fMRI scanwhere they viewed both high and lowNSE images. Participants also completed measures of subjective
drug effects throughout both sessions.
Results During both sessions, high NSE images activated primary visual cortex to a greater extent than lowNSE images. Further,
MA increased activation only for low NSE images in three areas of visual association cortex: left fusiform, right cingulate/
precuneus, and posterior right middle temporal gyrus. This interaction was unrelated to subjective drug effects.
Conclusions These findings suggest that stimulant drugs may change the relative sensitivity of higher order sensory processing to
increase visual attention when viewing less complex stimuli. Moreover, MA-induced alterations in this type of sensory process-
ing appear to be independent of the drugs’ ability to increase feelings of well-being.
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Introduction

The behavioral and neurochemical effects of stimulant drugs
have been well characterized. Presumably through actions on
noradrenergic and dopaminergic systems, stimulants enhance
cognitive performance, reduce inattention and impulsive be-
havior, and improve memory (de Wit et al. 2000; Eagle et al.
2007; Jonkman et al. 1997). These actions likely underlie their
therapeutic effects in the treatment of attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder (Briars and Todd 2016). However,
some of these same effects may contribute to their abuse po-
tential. That is, stimulants may increase reactivity to certain
sensory stimuli in ways that increase the salience of contextual
stimuli.

Both noradrenergic and dopaminergic systems are in-
volved in sensory processing of neutral stimuli and stimuli
with valence, such as conditioned stimuli (Anderson et al.
2016; Berridge and Waterhouse 2003; Schultz et al. 2000;
Volkow and Morales 2015). For example, in a recent study
using a signal detection procedure in rats, Navarra et al. (2017)
found that methylphenidate, an indirect agonist at catechol-
amine receptors, improved reaction times for correct re-
sponses in a signal detection task, suggesting that the drug
facilitated behavioral efficiency during task performance.
Navarra and Waterhouse (2016) propose that stimulants like
methylphenidate enhance sensory signals and that these ef-
fects are likely to contribute to the drugs’ capacity to facilitate
performance of goal-directed behaviors.
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Brain imaging studies in humans have shown that single
doses of stimulant drugs alter neural function in relation to
both inhibitory and attentional processes. For example, meth-
ylphenidate and modafinil modulate response inhibition net-
works (Schmidt et al. 2017), and modafinil increases activa-
tion in the occipital lobe in the alerting network (Ikeda et al.
2017). Methylphenidate increased brain connectivity during a
muscle-fatiguing exercise (King et al. 2017), and strengthened
functional brain networks related to attention (Rosenberg et al.
2016). In one early study (Uftring et al. 2001), we found that a
single dose of d-amphetamine (compared to placebo) in-
creased neural activity in the visual cortex during exposure
to a visual stimulus, as well as increasing activity in the motor
cortex during a motor task. However, we have a limited un-
derstanding of how stimulant drugs alter neural responses to
sensory stimuli in healthy humans.

In a recent drug conditioning study in healthy adults, we
found that a conditioned stimulus previously paired with
methamphetamine (MA) robustly activated brain regions
involved in sensory processing (Van Hedger et al. 2018).
Healthy volunteers received two pairings of one stimulus
(nature scene with sound) with MA (20 mg oral) and an-
other stimulus with placebo (PBO), all outside the scanner.
When these stimuli were presented in the fMRI scanner
(without drug administration), the stimuli previously
paired with drug activated visual and auditory cortices
and the insula, suggesting that the stimuli produced a con-
ditioned response of sensory activation. However, we also
found that the conditioned response might be influenced by
physical features of the stimuli: One of the nature scene
images yielded more robust conditioning than the other,
perhaps because of differences in visual features. Thus,
the present study sought to answer the questions (a) what
are the direct (unconditioned) effects of MA on neural re-
sponses to sensory stimuli and (b) do these effects depend
on physical characteristics of the stimuli?

To address these questions, we examined the direct effects
of MA (20 mg) or PBO on brain activity during presentation
of visual stimuli. We used six visual stimuli consisting of
different nature scenes, including the two that were used in
our previous study (Van Hedger et al. 2018). To investigate
whether the effects of MA on neural responses to the stimuli
depended on their low-level visual features, we presented im-
ages that varied on Bnon-straight edges^ (NSE; Berman et al.
2014; Kardan et al. 2015; Kotabe et al. 2016). NSE provides
an index of the number of curved or fragmented edges in an
image, and is known to influence judgments (Kardan et al.
2015), behavior (Kotabe et al. 2016), and thought content
(Schertz et al. 2018). Three high NSE images, including one
of our original images, and three low NSE images, including
the other image used previously, were used in this study. Thus,
we examined the effects of MA on neural activation in re-
sponse to stimuli that varied in physical features to investigate

the interaction between the sensory input and the effects of the
drug.We predicted that high NSE images would result in great
activation in sensory areas (e.g., visual cortex) than low NSE
images, and this effect would be enhanced by MA.

Methods and materials

Participants

Healthy adults (N = 22, 12 women) were recruited via flyers
and online advertisements. Participants completed an initial
in-person screening that involved a physical examination,
electrocardiogram (EKG), psychiatric interview, and nonmed-
ical drug use history (current and lifetime). Inclusion criteria
consisted of age between 18 and 35, BMI of 19–26 kg/m2,
minimum of high school education, fluency in English, and <
4 caffeinated or alcoholic drinks per day. We excluded indi-
viduals with an abnormal EKG, current use of prescription
medication (excluding hormonal birth control), current psy-
chiatric disorders (DSM 5; APA 2013) or substance-related
disorders except tobacco use disorder within the past year,
and contraindications for fMRI scanning (e.g., claustrophobia,
copper IUD). All participants were right handed. Of the 22
participants, 4 were excluded for excessive movement during
at least one of the two fMRI scans (both scans were excluded
if one was of poor quality). The final study sample consisted
of 18 participants. The University of Chicago Biological
Sciences Division Institutional Review Board approved this
study. Table 1 contains study sample demographics and drug
use history.

Study design

Participants completed two fMRI scanning sessions. Before each
scan, participants received either 20 mg of MA or PBO under
double-blind conditions. Drug order was counter balanced across
participants. During the scan, participants passively viewed six
nature images that varied in physical features (i.e., high or low
NSE). They also completed other, unrelated tasks reported else-
where. We compared image-induced patterns of brain activation
between MA and PBO sessions.

Session procedures

Orientation During an initial orientation session, participants
provided informed consent, and viewed and rated images sim-
ilar to the ones to be used in the test sessions. They were
informed that they could receive a placebo, stimulant, or sed-
ative at each session, and were instructed to abstain from al-
cohol and recreational drug use for 24 and 48 h, respectively,
before each session. Participants were also instructed to main-
tain their normal amount of use for caffeine and tobacco on the
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days of their sessions with the stipulation that consumption
should be discontinued 1 h before their study session began.

fMRI sessions Participants completed two 4-h study sessions
between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. and separated by at least 48 h. At
each session, participants provided breath samples (Alco-
SensorIII, Intoximeters, St. Louis, MO) and completed a urine
drug screen (ToxCup, Branan Medical Corporation, Irvine, CA)
to verify recent abstinence from drugs and alcohol. Women were
screened for pregnancy (AimStickPBD, hCG professional, Craig
Medical distribution, Vista, CA). Then, participants completed
baseline subjective, and cardiovascular measures were obtained.
At 9:30 a.m., participants received a dose of MA or PBO (see
below) under double-blind conditions. Subjective and cardiovas-
cularmeasures were collected again 15, 30, 75, 115, and 200min
after drug administration. At 10 a.m., participants were escorted
to the MRI research facility where they completed an hour long
scan (details below). After the scan, participants were escorted
back to the lab where remained until the drug effects wore off.
After completing both sessions, the experimenter explained the
purpose of the study and which drug they received at each ses-
sion, and the subjects were paid.

Drug

Oral MA tablets (5 mg, total dose 20 mg; Desoxyn, Lundbeck)
were crushed and mixed with 10 ml of combined Ora-Plus and

Ora-Sweet syrups (Paddock Laboratories, Minneapolis, MN; for
a similar procedure, see Mayo and de Wit 2015). PBO consisted
of 10 ml of equal parts Ora-Plus and Ora-Sweet. Syrups were
administered in 1 oz. plastic cups.

Drug effect measures

Subjective measures Subjective effects were assessed using
the Drug Effects Questionnaire (DEQ; Johanson and
Uhlenhuth 1980; Morean et al. 2013), and the Addiction
Research Center Inventory (ARCI; Haertzen 1966). We fo-
cused on the morphine-benzedrine group (MBG) and amphet-
amine (A) subscales, which index euphoria and stimulation,
respectively. Measurements were completed before and 15,
30, 75, 115, and 200 min after drug administration. DEQ data
were not collected at one timepoint for one participant during
an MA session nor at two timepoints for two additional par-
ticipants during PBO sessions due to computer failure.
Similarly, ARCI data were not collected at three timepoints
for two participants during MA sessions nor at three
timepoints for two additional participants during PBO
sessions.

Cardiovascular measures Heart rate (HR) and blood pressure
(BP) were monitored (Omron, Lake Forest, IL) at the same
intervals as the subjective measures. Mean arterial pressure
(MAP) was calculated using the following formula:

systolic BPð Þ þ 2*diastolic BPð Þ
3

:

fMRI measures and stimuli

Imaging was done on a Philips Achieva 3.0T scanner using a
32-channel headcoil and a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging
sequence with the following acquisition parameters: TR =
2000; TE = 28; 39 3-mm-thick axial slices aligned to the
AC-PC line, 0.6-mm slice gap; 19.2 × 19.2 cm FOV;
SENSE factor = 2, flip angle = 77°. Four images were ac-
quired and discarded just prior to task start. A high-
resolution T1-weighted image (MPRAGE sequence) was also
acquired to assess for incidental findings, and for alignment
and spatial standardization of the functional data. Subject head
motion was minimized with foam packing around the head.
Stimuli were viewed via projection onto a mirror mounted on
the headcoil.

Nature images The images used for this study were six nature
scenes that varied on low-level visual features. Three of the
images were high in NSE (0.085–0.095), and the other three
were low in NSE (0.007–0.03). The high NSE images were
more visually complex and contained vegetation (e.g., a

Table 1 Demographic information and nonmedical drug use (N = 18)

Percent (N) or mean (SEM)

Gender

Male/female 8/10

Age (years) 26.4 (0.9)

Education (years) 15.7 (0.4)

BMI 22.9 (0.5)

Race

Caucasian 66.7% (12)

African-American 27.8% (5)

Asian 5.6% (1)

Current drug use

Caffeinated drinks (per day) 2.3 (0.4); n = 17

Cigarettes (per day) 9.7 (4.6); n = 3

Alcoholic drinks (per week) 10.0 (1.7); n = 16

Lifetime drug use

Marijuana 94.4% (17)

Opiates 22.2% (4)

Stimulants 22.2% (4)

Hallucinogens 22.2% (4)

MDMA 33.3% (6)

Sedatives 11.1% (2)
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mountain scene with wildflowers), whereas none of the low
NSE images contained vegetation (e.g., sand dunes in a de-
sert). Two of the images were previously used for the task
reported in Van Hedger et al. (2018), one in the high NSE
category and one low NSE. Among the pictures, there were
no systematic differences in preference ratings between high
NSE and low NSE images.

During the scan, the six pictures were presented twice for
12 s each, in a random order. Each presentation was followed
by a fixation stimulus consisting of a white cross on a dark
background. Most fixation periods were 16 s except the third
and eighth were 36 s, and the final one was 46 s. Image
duration was similar to that used in a previous conditioning
study (Van Hedger et al. 2018), and fixation intervals were
included to allow activity from the previous image to resolve
before presentation of the next image. The two longer fixation
blocks served as a contrast condition for the two image types
(i.e., each image was compared to fixation, and comparisons
were averaged within high NSE and low NSE).

Subject-level functional image processing

Neuroimaging data analysis was conducted with AFNI (Cox
1996). Preprocessing steps included alignment of the time
series to the volume with the minimum outlier fraction, spatial
registration of the aligned time series data to the anatomical
scan, anatomical scan warping to Talairach space and warp
applied to functional data, resampled to 3 mm3, smoothed
with a 4-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, and intensity normal-
ization. Volumes exceeding a motion-related displacement of
> 3 mm were excluded from analysis. Voxelwise neural acti-
vation was then estimated for each subject using a linear re-
gression analysis as implemented in AFNI’s 3dDeconvolve,
with the low NSE and high NSE stimuli and long fixation
blocks modeled as block functions. De-meaned and deriva-
tives of motion parameters were estimated and included as
covariates of no interest. First-level analyses included con-
trasts of each stimulus type relative to the long fixation blocks.
Additional analyses were conducted to verify the assumed
insensitivity of the fixation blocks to drug effects.
Extractions from any significant findings were planned for
use as correlates with behavioral and self-report data.

Statistical analysis

Non-imaging drug effects We used repeated-measures
ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) to examine subjective and cardiovas-
cular effects ofMA and PBO. Time (15min before and 15, 30,
75, 115, and 200 min after drug administration) and drug
(MA, PBO) were treated as within-subject factors. To explore
relationships between subjective and cardiovascular drug ef-
fects (e.g., drug liking, HR) and our neural measures, we cal-
culated peak change scores from baseline after MA and PBO

and then subtracted the PBO score from the MA score to
create a difference score.

Imaging Whole brain analyses were conducted using AFNI’s
3dmvm, also implementing an ANCOVA (age, sex covari-
ates) and assessing for interactions and main effects of NSE
type (high, low) and drug (MA, PBO) on a voxelwise basis.
Voxels that were high-probability white matter or CSF were
excluded prior to cluster thresholding, using a mask generated
from the study subjects’ tissue-segmented anatomical scans.
Significant clusters of voxels were identified if they met a
p < .05 familywise error correction threshold. This threshold
was determined using 3dClustSim, which ran Monte Carlo
simulations of randomly generated data of the same resolution
as the analyzed data, spatially smoothed with the group aver-
age smoothing parameters estimated using a spatial autocor-
relation function, and masked with the same white matter and
CSF mask as applied to the group analysis. These procedures
implement current methods recommended to address high
false positive rates in fMRI particularly due to improper as-
sumptions regarding spatial smoothness of the data (Cox et al.
2017; Eklund et al. 2016).

Results

Drug effects

In line with prior studies (e.g., Mayo and de Wit 2015; Van
Hedger et al. 2018), MA produced its expected effects on both
subjective and cardiovascular measures. The drug increased
ratings of Bfeel drug^ (drug × time; F(5, 75) = 5.99, p < .001),
Blike drug^ (drug × time; F(5, 70) = 5.98, p < .001), ARCI A
(drug × time; F(5, 65) = 8.77, p < .001), and ARCI MBG
(drug × time; F(5, 75) = 7.47, p < .001). It also increased HR
(drug × time; F(5, 85) = 13.71, p < .001) and MAP (drug ×
time; F(5, 85) = 5.84, p < .001).

Imaging

Quality check The number of excluded volumes did not differ
for either the NSE types or the two drug conditions. There was
no effect of drug condition on the fixation blocks.

Imaging findings Overall, stimulus-induced activation after
MA did not differ from activation after PBO. However, high
NSE images yielded greater activation in primary visual cor-
tex than low NSE (Fig. 1, Table 2), and there was a significant
interaction between NSE type and drug in three clusters
(Table 2). The clusters involved in the interaction did not
overlap with the main effect cluster for NSE type. The NSE
type and drug interactions were detected in areas of
heteromodal association cortex involved in tertiary visual
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processing: left fusiform (BA 37), right cingulate/precuneus,
and posterior right middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/37).
Pairwise comparisons of extracted activations indicated that
in all three clusters, participants showed greater activation
during high NSE images relative to low NSE during the
PBO session, but greater activation for low NSE relative to
high NSE during the MA session (t values > 2.81, p values
< .05; Fig. 2). There was also a significant difference in left
fusiform and right cingulate/precuneus showing significantly
greater activation during the MA session relative to PBO for
low NSE images (t(17) = 2.68, p < .05, and t(17) = 2.17,
p < .05, respectively).

Relationship between drug effects and imaging

Activations in the three interaction clusters were not correlated
with either subjective or cardiovascular effects of the drug (r
values = − .30–.41, all p values > .05, uncorrected).

Discussion

The primary findings from this study were that less complex
images with fewer curved or fragmented edges (low NSE)
produced less activation in visual cortex than more complex
images with more curved or fragmented edges (high NSE) and

that MA preferentially increased neural responses elicited by
the less complex images in three regions of heteromodal as-
sociation cortex. Overall, high NSE images activated the pri-
mary visual cortex to a greater extent than low NSE images,
consistent with what might be expected from perceptual the-
ory (Hubel and Wiesel 1962; Vinberg and Grill-Spector
2008). This finding is also consistent with our prior findings
where the higher NSE stimulus used in our previous study
with MA conditioning resulted in stronger conditioned re-
sponses in primary visual cortex. The second finding, that
MA preferentially increased neural responses to low NSE im-
ages in heteromodal association cortex, provides support for
the idea that stimulant drugs facilitate sensory processing
(Uftring et al. 2001), with new insights suggesting that stimuli
of lower complexity may be more susceptible to the drug
effect.

We found significant interactions between stimulus type (low
NSE and highNSE) and drug (MA and PBO) in heteromodal, or
integrative, cortical regions. While our passive viewing task like-
ly engaged these regions via the higher order physical (spatial or
semantic) characteristics of the stimuli, these characteristics are
also thought to partly comprise bottom-up attentionmechanisms,
bridging perception and attention (Arnsten 2009), and in that
way, also serve as early signals contributing to salience valua-
tions (Braga et al. 2013). Our data suggest MA increases this
higher order processing of less complex sensory input.

Fig. 1 Main effect of NSE type.
Red cluster represents voxels in
primary visual cortex that showed
greater activation for High NSE
pictures compared to low NSE
pictures. Underlay is an average
of all participants’ structural scans

Table 2 Talairach coordinates
rendered in the LPI system (left,
posterior, and inferior of the
anterior commissure are negative)
and cluster sizes for main effect of
NSE type and interaction between
NSE type (high, low) and drug
(MA, PBO)

Region Cluster sizea x y z Peak t value

Main effect

Bilateral lingual gyrus 81 5 − 77 − 7 5.8

Interaction

Left fusiform (BA 37) 30 − 29 − 47 − 10 − 5.6
Right cingulate/precuneus 30 14 − 41 45 − 4.6
Posterior right middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/37) 29 50 − 56 − 1 − 4.3

a Refers to number of 3-mm3 voxels
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The interaction of stimulus type and drug in three higher
order visual processing cortical regions provides insight into
the nature of the direct effect of MA on processing visual
images. As predicted, during the PBO sessions, the more com-
plex high NSE stimuli resulted in stronger activation in pri-
mary visual processing regions of the brain. Interestingly, MA
increased activation only for the low NSE, or less complex,
stimuli, and the drug did not increase activation in any regions
when viewing high NSE images. One interpretation of this
interaction is that the low NSE stimuli were more susceptible
to a drug-related enhanced bottom-up attentional response,
whereas high NSE images were less susceptible to such
drug-related enhancements due to ceiling effects.
Alternatively, stimulant drugs may change the relative sensi-
tivity of higher order sensory processing regions, or otherwise
cause changes resulting in greater resource being needed to
process the low NSE stimuli.

MA enhanced higher order sensory processing for low
NSE images in associative cortex in both temporal and
parietal cortices, which have previously been described
as the dorsal and ventral streams of attention processing.
Dorsal areas, like our finding in the posterior cingulate/
precuneus, encode Bwhere^ visual input occurs, whereas
ventral areas located more in the temporal lobe encode
Bwhat^ (Ungerleider and Haxby 1994). Our findings sug-
gest that MA affects both of these kinds of higher order
visual processing. The posterior cingulate/precuneus clus-
ter is located further downstream in the where path. This
region serves a role of integrating the visual spatial infor-
mation about a stimulus with self-referential and episodic

memory information, contributing to calculations of de-
mand for attentional allocation. The top 5 functional (rath-
er than anatomical) terms associated with the peak voxel
from this cluster (first converted to MNI space) at
Neu r o s yn t h . o rg we r e Bc ogn i t i v e emo t i o n a l ,^
Bmultisensory,^ Bvisual motion,^ Babstract,^ and Baction
observation,^ attesting to the complex set of functions
subserved by this region.

Both portions of the what stream enhanced by MA were
clusters within Brodmann area 37, thought to serve a role
integrating visual perceptual information with orthographic
and other types of semantic information (Ardila et al. 2015).
Specific portions of the what stream are often identified as
category specific, such as for faces, words, or place,
However, recent work examining downstream specialized cat-
egorical processing of visual input suggests that low level
visual properties of images within categories drive these
seemingly category-specific cortical responses in the what
stream (Watson et al. 2014). The top 5 functional terms found
at Neurosynth.org for the left temporal cluster were Bobjects,^
Bvisual,^ Bfaces,^ Bphotographs,^ and Bencoding,^ and for the
right cluster, terms were Bobject,^ Bvisual,^ Bcharacters,^
Bvisual word,^ and Bmultisensory.^

A primary neurochemical effect of stimulant drugs is
increased dopamine availability, which is thought to ac-
count for several different aspects of the drugs’
Brewarding^ properties (Schultz 2002; Volkow et al.
2001). In studies with human volunteers, drug reward
typically refers to feelings of well-being that may reflect
Btonic^ increases in dopamine levels (Volkow et al. 1999).

Fig. 2 Interaction between NSE (high, low) and drug (MA, PBO). Beta
weights quantify the fit of the measured BOLD response with the
idealized BOLD response model are on the Y-axis for all graphs, and
graphs represent change relative to fixation. The areas where there was
a significant interaction: left fusiform (a), right cingulate/precuneus (b),
and posterior right middle temporal gyrus (c). For all three clusters, there
were significant differences between high NSE and low NSE during both

sessions; however, during the PBO session, high NSE images produced
greater activation, while low NSE images produced greater activation
during the MA session. Clusters are thresholded 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels
taken directly from the results map of the analysis. Underlay is an
average of all participants’ structural scans. *p < .05; **p < .01;
***p < .001
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In preclinical studies and some clinical studies (Volkow
et al. 2004), it has been proposed that dopamine enhances
the brain reward signal that accompanies unexpected re-
wards or signals for upcoming rewards. Thus, in addition
to these reward-related effects of MA, our study further
shows that an integrative sensory-attentional enhancement
can occur and is independent of the subjective drug expe-
rience. Increasing sensory salience of particular types of
stimuli in the absence of increased positive drug effects is
a key aspect of certain models of drug conditioning
(Berridge and Robinson 2016).

The present results should be considered in light of
several limitations. First, this study only examined a sin-
gle dose of MA, and as such cannot describe whether the
interaction we observed between stimulus type and drug
is dose-dependent. Future studies using similar paradigms
should include multiple drug doses to address this issue.
Second, this study tested a sufficient, given the within-
subject design, but modestly sized sample. Lastly, partic-
ipants in the study were selected from a population of
healthy control subjects with limited prior experience with
stimulant drugs. It is possible that the effects of MA on
higher order sensory processing of novel stimuli observed
in this study would differ from effects experienced by
individuals who use the drug regularly and/or suffer from
stimulant use disorder. However, a recent fMRI study by
Courtney et al. (2016) of MA-addicted individuals view-
ing MA-associated cues reported that the areas of the
greatest cue-induced activation were the primary and
higher order visual cortex.

Taken together with our prior conditioning study, these
results suggest that MA may alter neural response to vi-
sual stimuli in addition to its other well-known effects on
cognitive and attentional processes. This research high-
lights the need for a better understanding of the sensory
processing effects that MA might have in chronic users,
and the trajectory of the development of these effects. Our
results indicate that acute MA exposure does have effects
on higher order sensory processing, but it is still unknown
whether these effects contribute separately or interact with
alterations to the reward system over time in the develop-
ment of stimulant use disorder.
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